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Medical School minority enrollment plummets
Reevaluation forced amid
affirmative action concerns
By Charles Piller
What is happening to affirmative action in
UCSF medical admmissions? In a dramatic
departure from the excellent record of the

underrepresented minority
students in the School of Medicine entering
class dropped from 32 to 19 — from 23 to
13 percent ofthe class — in a single year.
"We hope that this is just a transient, one
year phenomenon," said Dr. Lloyd H.
Smith, who took over as associate dean for
admissions on July 1. He blamed the
decline, in part, on a national reduction in

recent past,

minority applicants.
In fact, schools around the country are
feeling the pinch of a 7.8 percent decline
since 1984 in applications from underrepresented minorities (including Mexican
Americans, mainland Puerto Ricans, blacks
and American Indians), according to the
Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC). Still, applications from white
students dropped at about the same rate. And
the alarming downturnat UCSF eclipses national figures by a wide margin:
Applications from these minorities to
UCSF were down 14 percent in 1985
nearly twice the national decrease. Formal,
filed by the
or secondary applications

•

—

—

For more on minority admissions, see
letters, page 3.

—

were
most promising candidates only
down a startling 37 percent.
Offers of admission plummeted 34 percent, setting the stage for the 41 percent fall

•

their general strategies
Some analysts believe that the cold
shoulder affirmative action is receiving in
Washington has a chilling effect on medical
school admissions. A recent report in the
comNew
England Journal of Medicine anaenrollment
this
year
in minority
pared to the national drop of less than 4 lyzed national admissions trends over the
past two decades, and found that despite a
percent.
a
Synapse survey, comparison major improvement in minority qualificaIn
Harvard,
Stanford, UC Davis and tions, the rate of acceptance of minority
schools
increased their students has gone down. The authors drew
the University of Illinois
numbers of entering minorities in 1985, the conclusion that affirmative action efforts
despite a decline in applications. UCLA suf- have been relaxed significantly.
The validity of that conclusion can only
fered a ten percent decline
only four
entering minorities and calculates under- be judged in the context of a changing
privileged white students as part of its total

—

•

—

—

—

—

affirmative action group, which remained
stable.

has
• The magnitude ofthe UCSF changecom-

led some members of the admissions
mittee to question the impact of increased
emphasis on research background introduced by Dean Rudi Schmid during the past
two years. Underrepresented minorities tend
to have less research experience than do
white applicants.
National or local problem?
The problem of increasing minority
representation in U.S. medical schools has
deeper roots than the schools themselves. A
recent report in the New York Times cited
federal figures indicating that minority
representation in four-year colleges has
declined since 1982. A smaller percentage
ofblacks and Hispanics are going to college
now than in 1976.
Such changes may be partially responsible for the drop in minority medical school
applications. And they do not bode well for
the future. The Reagan Administration's antagonism toward compensating groups that
have been victimized by racism has advocates of affirmative action questioning

Although the debate over how to care for
the handicapped neonate has gone on for
more than a decade, the federal government
has tried only in the last few years to enforce its own views. This session, the United
States Supreme Court must decide whether
section 504 ofthe Rehabilitation Act of 1975

authorizes "federal intervention in medical
treatment decisions made concerning
seriously-ill infants."
The case, Heckler vs. the American
Hospital Association (AHA), questions the
right of the federal government to use this
law which concerns the civil rights of the
handicapped as a basis for its so-called Baby
Doe regulations.
The AHA opposed the federal rules regarding newborns, contending that the rules
allowed the government the right to interfere
excessively with hospital operations.
The Baby Doe regulations required
warning posters in each hospital and set up
Baby Doe squads and hotlines, which led to
intrusive federal investigations. When the
government sought to use these rules to obtain the hospital records of "Baby Jane
Doe," in 1984, the court overturned the
rules, holding that section 504 does not
"apply to treatment decisions involving
defective newborn infants," i.e. Congress
had not given the government such
authority.

The impetus to lay down rules stemmed
partially from the outcry over the
neglect of the first Baby Doe, a boy born
with Down's syndrome and esophageal
atresia in April 1982 and allowed to starve
to death without an operation. Esophageal
atresia is a malformation of the tube cona fatal
necting the mouth and stomach
condition if not surgically corrected.
In order that no such incidents recurred,
the government promulgated its Baby Doe
regulations. However, not only do cases like
that of Baby Doe occur infrequently, but in
medical terms, the first Baby Doe case differs greatly from the more complex cases
it symbolizes. Most physicians will agree
that the Down's syndrome child should have
been treated for his esophageal defect by an
operation routinely performed on any otherwise healthy infant.
After the Baby Doe regulations were
struck down in 1984, Congress passed
amendments to the Child Abuse Prevention
and Treatment Act that would disallow any
more cases like Baby Doe.
But in its brief for the current case, the
AHA argues that this carefully worded comat least

—

promise recognizes "the states' traditional
oversight and enforcement role; the considerable importance of treating physicians'
judgments; and the inappropriateness of requiring the provision of treatment in certain
statutorily-specified circumstances." How

continued on page 7

UCSF funds help S. Africa families
By Steven Wallace
The Christmas and holiday season is
upon us, but in Soweto, South Africa,
there is no mirth. Thousands of political
prisoners will spend the holidays
separated from their families because
they oppose apartheid.
The Coalition for a Free South Africa
at UCSF wanted to help the familie&-of
political prisoners in some way during the
holidays, according to Todd May, second
year medical student and coalition
member. They decided to raise money
for the families during Dec. 2 to 10 from
UCSF faculty, staff, the students. Funds
are being sent to South Africa for
medicine, food, shelter and support.
By running an information table,
posting signs, and circulating a letter to
some of UCSF's faculty and staff, the
Coalition was able to raise $450 in eight

High court to rule on Baby Doe soon
By Denise Koo

medical education landscape. Fewer applicants to medical school across all racial
groups is a sign of the times, according to
nearly all who study the issue.
"The other professions are beginning to
really compete with medicine for the
relatively limitedpool of strong applicants,"
said Schmid. Increasing government health
care regulation may be scaring off potential
doctors, he added, because the changes may
ultimately cut into earning powerand physician autonomy.
Admissions experts around the country
say rising costs and Reagan Administration

then have these laws otherwise changed the
status quo?

Thomas H. Murray, associate professor

at the Institute for

Medical Humanities at the

University ofTexas at Galveston, feels that
the amendments represent a political compromise between the medical associations,
the right-to-life movement, and the
disabled persons groups. As such, the careful wording lends itself to broad interpretations, thus mandating very little.
This confusion merely reflects "society's
profound and widespread ambivalence
toward humans with imperfect bodies and
minds," Murray argues, and complex cases
will continue to be hotly debated.
Albert Jonsen, professor of medical
ethics at UCSF, believes it is a "serious
mistake to associate care of the newborn
with child abuse." These laws throw all of
neonatology into suspicion, unfairly
equating it with the criminal act of child
abuse, Jonsen argued.
He said the nature of the problems are
the wrongly
completely different
abused, healthy child vs. the attempt to save
a damaged human being. It is unjust to
suspect "abuse" when most often the decision that the child is "not salvageable" has
been reached only after numerous attempts
to save the infant.
Care of the imperiled newborn is a dif-

—

contlnued on page 8

days, said Diep Nguyen, second year
medical student and coalition treasurer.
The donations are being sent to the International Defense and Aid Fund. Alan
Jackson, second year medical student and
ASUC executive vice-president, visited
the London-based fund last year. According to Jackson, its offices are sparse.
'•They're still using this old manual
typewriter," he said. Run primarily by
clerics and with low overhead, almost all
donations go to providing assistance
directly to the families of political
prisoners.
While the official end of the Christmas
aid drive was Dec. 10, Nguyen said
donations can still be made by sending
a check payable to the International Aid
and Defense Fund (IDAF) to the Coalition for a Free South Africa, ASUCSF
Office, Millberry Union 249.

Chemotherapy
drugs exemplify
rise in hospital
job hazards
By Ruben J. Rucoba
A recent Finnish study published in the New
England Journal of Medicine shows a connection between fetal loss by nurses and oc-

cupational exposure to antineoplastics —
drugs used in cancer chemotherapy
treatments.

The study, is only the latest example of
how occupational exposures to drugs, radiation and other potentially harmful treatments
have risen as medicine becomes increasingly
technological. It highlights the growing concern about the precautions needed to protect health care workers.
Antineoplastic drugs arc chemically
unrelated agents that can inhibit tumor
growth by disrupting or killing actively
dividing cells. Embryos and fetuses, which
have many dividing cells, are especially
vulnerable.
The study, based on questionnaires given
to nurses who mixed the drugs, showed that
women who experienced fetal loss were
more than twice as likely to have had firsttrimester exposure to antineoplastic drugs as
women who had normal births.
At UCSF, however, safety measures have
continued on page 8
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Time to quash tobacco
ads and industry myths
By James Glauber
The American Medical Association proposed a ban on all advertising for cigarettes this
week. The proposal would extend the current ban on radio and television advertising.

BVUBA

their constitutional rights under the First
Arhendment. Do we as an "intelligent"

society wish to consider mass seduction by
images as freedom of speech?
Next they argue that a total ban on advertising would be ineffective, and point to

The AMA action adds to the mounting

foreign countries that already have such a
ban where studies show that it has no imdustry. The industry now confronts product pact on cigarette consumption or on the
liability lawsuits brought by victims of number of people who smoke. This argusmoking, and actions by the federal and ment raises hypocrisy to new heights. If the
local governments requiring designated tobacco industry truly believes that advernonsmoking areas in public places. Sue- tising has no effect on cigarette consumption why do they spend millions upon
millions of dollars on it annually? Surely
they are not that stupid. Quite the contrary
— they are masters in the distortion oftruth
in their worship of the dollar.
Try this one, for example: A representative of the advertising industry, quoted in
the New York Times, argued that cigarette
advertising serves the socially useful funccessful product liability litigation, and the tion of conveying "information to conlegislative and scientific legitimization of sumers about new products, such as
concerns about the health effects of secondcampaign directed against the tobacco in-

91
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hand smoke could have dire consequences

for the tobacco industry.
The cigarette industry has responded to
these challenges in a characteristically
duplicitous fashion. They provide any and
every argument to defend their position, allthe-while disguising their true motivation:
profit. It seems to matter little that they occupy the morally indefensible position of
selling a product that, beyond all reasonable
doubt, is catastrophic to human health. The
forces of the market prevail
as long as
people "choose" to buy cigarettes, the
tobacco industry will sell them.
But the tobacco industry docs not merely
respond to a existing market: they actively
create it. The advertising expenditures of the
industry far exceeds the cumulative budgets
of those organizations educating the public
about the health effects of smoking. Since
advertising on television and radio is forbidden [hem. the tobacco industry channels
huge sums of money into newspaper.
magazine, and billboard advertising. The
AMA proposal would deny them this
avenue, and the industry is already raising
its familial" outers.
First they argue that such a ban violates

—

They are masters of distortion of the
truth in worship of the dollar.

—

Announcements

cigarette filters that have been developed to
make cigarettes less harmful." How
laudable! Yet, I don't recall seeing any
cigarette ads saying "Smoke this filtered
cigarette and delay your lung cancer 20
years."
The tobacco industry can't have it both
ways. They can't dispute in court the experimental evidence linking smoking to lung
cancer and then defend advertising because
it informs the public about products that
lessen the damage of smoking. Nor can they
dismiss the proposed ban as useless to
decrease the number of people who do
smoke, while pumping millions into
cigarette ads.
The AMA is to be applauded for its long
overdue stand against cigarette advertising.
It is hoped that they will use all the weapons
in their considerable political arsenal to
bring about legislative enactment of the ban.

Winter campus blood donation day, Jan. 27
The next campus blood donation day will be on Monday, Jan. 27. Blood donation sites
are the main lounge, Millberry Union, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; and the mezzanine level, Nursing building 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Donors may donate during the day at their convenience, and are asked to bring personal identification. For information, call x4013.

Learn to deal with holiday stress, Dec. 12
The UCSF Women's Resource Center is sponsoring a free lecture/discussion entitled
"'Starting New Traditions: Dealing with Holiday Blues," Thursday, Dec. 12, from noon
to I p.m. in Toland Hall. We tend to have high expectations of the holidays which are
not always met. Dealing with our stress and building new traditions are healthy ways
for maintaining the holiday spirit. Come explore the possibilities with Nurk Franklin
from Women's Stress Alternatives. Please call 476-5836 for more information.

UCSF women's basketball update
Behind the sharp shooting of Leni Oppfcr and her game high of

18 points, the UCSF
Women's Basketball Team defeated Berkeley High, 68-54. Point guard Mary Newman
contributed 12 from the floor in the second victory for UCSF. The Women's Basketball
Team, under the coaching of Alan Towers is now 2-0, winning their first game against
Dominican College. Conic and support your team's next game. Dec. 6, 6 p.m. at Millberry
Gym.

Emergency appeal for Vietnamese flood victims

Financial

Vietnam was badly hit by torrential rains and a series of Pacific typhoons in September
and October, causing devastating floods in the north and central regions. According to
the Flood Relief Committee, the squalls seriously damaged 229,000 houses, 47,000 of
which were completely demolished. Many classrooms, hospitals and medical stations
either collapsed or were seriously damaged. To help relieve the victims of this disaster,
please write your checks to the US/Vietnam Friendship Association, earmarked "Vietnam Flood Relief," payable to the Mennonite Central Committee. Send to US/VFA,
P.O. Box 5043, San Francisco, CA 94101. Donations of $25 or more are tax deductible.

Aid

Student budget questionnaire
The Financial Aid Application packet includes a student budget questionnaire. Although
the completion of this form is not a requirement we encourage everyone to do so. The
information gathered on these forms assists in the creation of the 1986/87student budgets.
Please note the fact that an error was made on the questionnaire. The deadline for the
return of the questionnaire is January 15 and not December 1 as printed. If you will
return the questionnaire with your application packet it would be greatly appreciated.

GSA
GSA's 1985 Basic Science Contest Winners

1986-87 financial aid applications now available

First place, $250: Lisa Gregory, Department of Physiology, "The Mechanism of the
Inhibitation of Renin Secretion by Vasopressin." Second place, $100: Kevin Tomaselli,
Department of Physiology, "The Interaction of Neurons with Laminin Substrates Studied
in Vitro." Honorable mention, $50: Nancy Levin, Department of Physiology, "Interaction
ofCorticosterone and Corticotropin Releasing Hormone in Corticotrope Function." Lisa
Gregory will be representing UCSF nationally at the National Student Research Forum
in April of 1986. The next Graduate Student's Council meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, Jan. 8, 1986, at 6 p.m. in SI 18. GSA encourages all graduate students to attend.

1986/87 Financial Aid Applications are now available in the Financial Aid Office. The
deadline lor submitting applications is January 15. 1986 for all continuing students. This
date applies to both returning the Financial Aid Application to the Financial Aid Office
and mailing the Student Aid Application for California (SAAC) to the College Scholarship Service.
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Letters

Dean's policies may contribute Schmid: School is unalterably
to minority enrollment decline committed to affirmative action
To the Editor:
With the drop in minority enrollment in
the medical school this year, many ofus are
wondering if this decrease is due to a chance
off-year or to a definite policy change in the
administration. Recently, some remarks
made by Dr. Rudi Schmid, dean of the
Medical School, may have given us the
unpleasant answer. The remarks were made
at a dinner given by the dean for the first
year medical school class on Friday, Nov.
22. The facts are as follows.
Several first year students were discussing their "ideal medical school curriculum"
with Dean S dunid. The dean was asked
what possible changes he would make in the
curriculum. He answered, "I would cut the
number of lectures thirty to forty percent,
I would eliminate syllabi. This would give
lecturers more time to develop a powerful
and inspiring lecture." He also mentioned,
"You don't need a lecture on the details of
the Krebs cycle, you can get that from a
book." Among other suggestions the dean
made was, "Students should be assigned
work every week and meet in small groups
with a TA or professor."
One of the students then asked the dean,
"Don't you think that a large number of
students would have a problem with this
unstructured format, coming from schools
like Stanford or Davis where they were
taught in a structured, lecture format?"
Dean Schmid's reply was, "No. Maybe
ten to twelve would have a problem. We
could handle ten to twelve as a special
group, but any more than that and they
would start falling through the cracks." Motioning with his hand and directing his next
statement to an Asian student, the dean continued, "Maybe a Chinese student from the
University of Shanghai where everything is
spoon-fed, or minority students."

That last statement is obviously very
disturbing on its own, but becomes even
more so when coupled with the enrollment
figures for 1985. Dean Schmid has been in
office for three years, but this year's class
is the first class that was affected by his admissions policy.
Is it blind chance that in a state with a
large Hispanic population, the school enrolled sixteen under-represented Hispanics last
year, but only seven this year? Isn't it odd
that this school, which likes to pride itself
on its minority admissions, had thirty-two
under-represented minorities in last year's
class, but only nineteen this year? Is it mere
coincidence that the number of underrepresented minority students is falling
dangerously close to that limiting number of
ten to twelve potential problem students?
As dean, Dr. Schmid CAN change the
curriculum, and it is possible he will. Since
the school has no graduates from the University of Shanghai, will Dean Schmid's magic
number of ten to twelve bea future limit to
the number of minority students at UCSF?
Such speculation on our part is only natural,
for Dean Schmid has not yet explained or
clarified his comments.
The upcoming Asilomar conference of
medical school administrators will focus on
the admissions process. It is possible that the
conference may set policyfor years to come.
In light of the current minority enrollment
and the dean's recent comments, frankly, we
are quite worriedabout the future of minority admissions at UCSF.
What the dean said is clear enough, what
he meant is another matter. We feel we
deserve an explanation.

SAN FRANCISCO
AUTO REPAIR CENTER

••
•

I am grateful to have been given the opportunity to read the above letter prior to its
publication and for the privilege to respond
to it immediately. It is important to me that
unfortunate misconceptions and misquotations, such as appear in the letter, be
clarified without delay. Since my personal
views about the need or desirability of curricular modifications are not at issue, I shall
refrain from commenting on this except to
state that responsibility for the medical
school's curriculum rests entirely with the
faculty, rather than with the dean or the
school's administration.
There has been a noticeable drop in the

enrollment of underrepresented minority
students in this year's entering class which
is a most distressing fact to the faculty and
the dean. What is an even greater source of
concern is that this appears to reflect a
general trend noted in virtually all of the
country's medical schools and in the total
pool of medical school applicants. In the
face of such an adverse development, it is
essential to restate this medical school's firm
commitment to affirmative action and its
unaltered adherence to its minority admission policy which has been so successful
since its adoption by the faculty in the late
19605. Implementation of this policy is in
the hands of a 75-member Admissions Committee which represents the entire faculty
and its many constituent groups, including
18 student members.

The forthcoming Asilomar Retreat will be
devoted in part to our admission's process
and the question of minority recruitment will
be specifically addressed in both formal and
Chicanos in Health Education panel meetings by the School's leaders. In
Executive Board,
addition Dr. Michael V. Drake, who is a
Associated Students of UCSF member ofthe Executive Committee ofthe
Black Students Health Alliance Admissions Committee, has initiated a

_._ _
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The forthcoming Asilomar retreat will
be devoted in part to our admissions
process and the question of minority
recruitment will be specifically
addressed.
It is unfortunate that misinterpreted and,
in part misquoted, off-the-cuff comments
made on the dance floor at a schoolsponsored dinner party for first year medical
students have been used to initiate a
hypothetical discussion about two of the
school's most important issues — minority
student admission and curriculum reform.
They certainly deserve more serious consideration and discussion, and will receive
such by the faculty and by my office.
Rudi Schmid, M.D.
Dean, School of Medicine
Editor's note: Dr. Schmid notes a drop in
underrepresented minority enrollment "in
virtually all the country's medical schools."
In our examination of minority affirmative
action in medical school admissions, which
appears on page 1 of this issue, Synapse
found that the net drop in minority enrollment nationally between 1984and 1985 was
52 — a 3.6 percent reduction.
«*■
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highly imaginative program of informational
visits with minority pre-med students of
several of the country's leading colleges.
This program has the dean's enthusiastic
personal as well as financial support, and
should give us a good idea how we can do
a better job ofattracting minority canidates
to UCSF.
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Hypnotic view of the human spirit
"Fen"
Written by Caryl Churchill
Directed by Anthony Taccone
Starring Sigrid Wurschmidt,
Ellen McLaughlin
Playing through January 12 at
Eureka Theatre
2730 16th Street at Harrison
By Paul H. Katz
Plain and simple: If you want to see just one
show over the holidays, "Fen" is it.
With fluid boundaries between thought,
myth and event, "Fen" is a hypnotic impression of life on the black peat farmland of
England's East Anglia. Caryl ("Top Girls,"

"Cloud

Nine") Churchill shows us the fen
through the women who work its soil.
They are the ones with peat under their
fingernails, most tied to the land by traditional roles and a tenant farming system.
They pick the potatoes, birth the children,
live loveless marriages, and pick the potatoes
again. Against the drab landscape and bleak
village, their hopes and resignation come to
life.
There is the tale of Val, who tries to break

away from the suffocation of her marriage,
but can never quite leave the fen and her
children. There is the story ofthe stepmother
with the absent husband who torments her
homely stepdaughter if only to feel
something in the deadening mists of the fen.
There are the women who find Jesus,
because they cannot find themselves. There
are the daughters whose vision cannot extend beyond the village or life as a hairdresser or housewife. Within it all, there is
the human spirit fighting from being
swallowed in the fen's terrible beauty.
Eureka's production is marvelous. The
performance is sustained through the extended one-act. Peggy Snider's design strings the
audience across the side of a peat field; the
black earth extends into the interior scene
which functions as kitchen, pub, and porch.
The audience enters into the fen, complete
with filled drainage ditch.
The direction paid great attention to detail
and environment. The boy loitering watching
for crows as the audience entered immediately draws us into the scene. The film-like
quick cuts from the brief scenes kept the play
focused on impressions of theselives, rather
than a narrative of their passage.
The cast members, who all play multiple
roles, are uniformly excellent. Each role is
discrete and concrete and makes the unsaid
plain. The use of the East Anglian twang
doesn't falter. The oneflaw may be the transitional music by Stephen Le Grand and Eric
Feldman; its electronic passages often seem
inappropriate.
What amazes one most about "Fen" is that
this impoverished, archaic life is in England
now. It's only when the children mention Boy
George that we realize we are not in 1782.
Not coincidentally, the fen is quite reminiscent of our Appalachia.

Featured in the Eureka Theatre Company's "Fen" are Ed Hodson,
right, and Abigail Van Alyn.
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CURRENTS

— holiday rescue Rx

Alsatian wines
By Thomas J. Prendergast
With the holidays upon us and school about
to let out, one burning question remains
unanswered: What wine shall we serve with
the Christmas turkey?
Before gettingdown to specifics, let's
clear away a few misconceptions. Many
people with only a passing acquaintance with
wine, as well as quite a few who should
know better, seem to think that certain wines
demand to be served with certain foods. It's

as though there were an unwritten law of
what complements what that the noncognoscenti feel constantly in danger of
violating.
I may be drummed out of the wine writers' guild for admitting this, but no such law
exists.
Ofcourse, it is true that some pairings
lamb and Cabernet, Stilton and Port, shellfish and Chardonnay seem to be made in
heaven. But these are only combinations
which, over time, many people have found
especially enjoyable; their success is no
reason not to experiment. Afterall, nouvelle
cuisine did not achieve its considerable
popularity without slaying a fair number of
sacred cows.
So, if it tastes good to you, ignore the experts and go ahead and enjoy it. Remember,
though, that in the context of large gatherings the classic match-ups do offer a certain
security: serve Zinfandel with sole, and no
matter how good it is, you're bound to receive mixed reviews. Serve a dry white and
no one is likely to question your judgment,
or your taste.
My second observation is that big family
gatheringsare probably not the time to break
out the '68 Heitz Martha's Vineyard or the
'61 Chateau Lafite. I'm not suggesting that
these bottles would not complement the
food; they most assuredly would.
The point is that great wine really deserves one's full attention. With Uncle Fred
alerting you to the imbecilic referee whose
bad call just blew the game, while your
three-year-old nephew attempts to pour
mashed potatoes and gravy down your shirt,
you'll be hard-pressed to concentrate on the
wine. Save the really good stufffor a quieter
time.
Where does thatleave us? We want a wine
that is good without being obtrusive, that
most people will enjoy with the food, that
isn't too alcoholic and that doesn't cost too
much. Impossible? Au contraire. Such wines
exist and they come from Alsace.
Nestled against the German border in the
northeast corner of France, Alsace makes
superb wine that may offer more quality for
the money than any other wine available today. Alsatian wines are easy to understand;
they are, like California wines, described by
the grape variety rather than the specific
vineyard of origin. Only white grapes are
grown in Alsace and two stand out from the
rest: Riesling and Gewurztraminer.
Riesling vies with Chardonnay for the title of finest white-wine grape. It produces
fruity and floral wines with a characteristic
refreshing quality thatcomes from their high
acidity and unique purity of fruit flavor.
Hints of green apples, lemon and honey may
all be present. Riesling also makes the finest
wines of Germany but, unlike their sweet
German counterparts, Alsatian Rieslings are
almost always fermented to dryness.
Gewurztraminer is much in vogue these
days. It is the most instantly recognizable
of all the fine-wine grapes, with a pronounced, scented aroma that is most easily
described as spicy (gewurz is the German
word for spice) and perhaps can be said to
carry hints ofcitrus and lychees. Gewurz-

—

—

trammer lacks the refreshing acidity of Ries-

ling and so is often softer, even velvety, in
the mouth.
1983 was an exceptionally fine vintage for
Alsatian wines; virtually any wine from a
reputable shipper can be relied upon. Some
of the more respected names to watch for
are Beyer, Bott, Hugel, Kuentz Pas, Lorentz, Schlumberger, Trimbach, Willm and
Zind-Humbrecht.
We recently tasted a number of Alsatian
wines from the 1983 vintage. All were excellent but three deserved special mention.
The favorite of the group was the Gewurztraminer from Bott Freres ($6). This full
bodied and spicy wine had such concentration of fruit that it almost seemed sweet.
Bott's Riesling ($5) was nearly as good —
clean, refreshing and slightly citrusy, this
classic Riesling was simply delicious.
My own favorite was the Riesling "Saering" from Domaines Schlumberger ($6).
Light straw in color with greenish highlights, this spicy, floral, lemony wine finished with a rich, lingering aftertaste. It was
as good to look at as it was to drink, and
I'm glad to have a few bottles on hand for
our Christmas bird. A votre sante!
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XjL soon as you get a job,you could

get the American Express" Card.
If you're a senior, all you need is
to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.

That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. (And
even if you don't nave a job right now,
don't worry. This offer is still good up to
12 months after you graduate.) Why is
American Express making it easier for
you to get the Card right now?
-—
Well, simply stated, we beheve in your future. And as you
go up the ladder, we can help- i »n
in a lot of ways.
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The Card can help you begin to
establish your credit history. And, for
business, the Card is invaluable for
travel and restaurants. As well as shopping for yourself.
Of course, the American Express
Card is recognized around the world.
So you are too
So call 1-800-THE-CARD and
ask to have a Special Student
Application sent to you. Or look
for one on campus,
jot,
§_ *«* The American Express Card.SM
Don t leave school without it.
"9 *
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New
d Creative Programs for winter: Unlimited
massage workshop; 50+ years fitness;
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Registration-Winter
Programs:

all classes on the above dates. Call 476-1800
for more information and free brochure.

Register at Millbery Union, 500 Parnassus
Avenue, 8 a.m.- 2 p.m. and 4-7 p.m. Visa
and Master Charge accepted on the above
only.
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Jan. 4
HIKING: Day Hike on the Marin Coast.

Sign-up for the above activities in person at
the Outdoors Unlimited Center located in the
basement floor of the UC Hospital Building
in Room #ÜB-15 on the Monday of the
week two weeks prior to the time the activity
takes place. To obtain a brochure, send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to: The
Common Adventurer, MU-245, UCSF,
S.,F. 94143.
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Expanding your practice to East
Bay? Sublet available for health
care provider. One consultation/exam room plus exam room.
Remodeled Victorian on College
Aye. in Rockridge Area (N.
OaklMd/S. Berkeley). Hours flexible. Call 753-0888 or 832-0540.
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Kiran's Guest House. 26 Judah St.
between sth and 6th Ayes. NearUC
Mcd Center, San Francisco, CA
94122. Spacious rooms
reasonable rates, manager
available
24 hours. Please call
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415/661-3457.
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FREE EDITING for spelling,

punctuation, grammar, usage with
our word processing service. Fast,
accurate, reliable. Satisfaction
guaranteed! Horizon 585-7764.
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Word processing and editing;
reasonable rates, fast return, free
minor alterations, close to campus.
Phone 661-6641, Terry Adam.

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES-Qukk, Efficient, Accurate. Papers, manuscripts, etc.
Rate—sl.ss perpage. Rush workis
a specialty! Includes spellchecking.
Call 826-3284, Bill Krick, Krick's

Office Services.
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CHILDCARE NEEDED. One
15-month-old. Part-time, regular
houre' Near UC Rw>uires non
smoker, high energy, references.
Starts 1/6/86. 661-0644.
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POSITION

AVAILABLE FOR PHYSICIAN,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF
CLINICAL TRIALS. Position involves participation in Clinical
Trials of Immunotoxin. Requirements: 1) Board certified or
in
eligible
INTERNAL
MEDICINE 2) California
License 3) Excellent clinkal and
managerial skills. Contact: LYNN

E.SPLTLER.M.tt.XOMACOR-

PORATION, 2910 SEVENTH
STREET, BERKELEY, CA 94710.
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WORD PROCESSING, EDITING, TRANSCRIPTION. Manuscripts, dissertations, proposals,
grants, notes, resumes. IBMPC/Wordstar.
ScienceMedical expertise. Rapid turnaround.Leave message. 661-0644.
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Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. government?
Get the facts today! Call 1-312-U42
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For sale-two U.S. diver regulators
with depth gauge, new, never us«<«. $100 each. Call 824-8449.
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Minority admissions
continued from page 1
financial aid cuts are combining with the
length ofmedical training to create a powerful deterrent for some students. Today's aplook at widespread physician overply — particularly in the most lucrative
and may conclude that
in centers
ices for choosing their locale and achievlg financial success are greater in computer
science or business.
One result, according to Paul Elliot,
AAMC director of student programs, is that
the entering class in U.S. medical schools
this year is more urban, wealthier and less
interested in primary care,— one ofthe least
lucrative but least oversupplied specialties
than in preceeding years.
But money is only part of the problem.
At UCSF it may be only a small part. This
university offers "a bargain of medical
education," as Smith puts it. UC's lack of
tuition for California residents and low tuition for out-of-state students puts expenses
well below private schools, and even undercuts other high-quality public universities.
Quality vs. numbers
"Getting numbers is not a problem," said
John Watson, a black professor of
biochemistry and former associate dean for
admissions. Watson was referring to the fact

(ants

—

—

— but more
significantly for blacks than for whites.
' 'I think the quality of the applicant pool
has maintained itself, if not increased," said
Dr. Gerald Foster, director of admissions
at Harvard Medical School, in a recent
interview.
Dr. Bill Wallace, dean of student affairs
at the University ofIllinois Medical School,
concurs. "The quality of the minority applicant pool has steadily increased," he said.
Somehow, in the limited Synapse survey,
comparison schools were able to find the
quality applicants out of a diminished total
number of minority applications. The sample was chosen withoutprior knowledge of
the schools' 1985 enrollment figures. High
quality state and private universities were
selected, including some of the strongest
programs in the country, as well as two
other UC campuses. Most of the schools,
like UCSF, have historically been committed to a strong affirmative action effort.
Harvard, for example, increased the
number of minorities in its entering class
from 25 last year to 28 this year. The
University of Illinois went from 82 to 93.
Even Stanford, which does not generally excel in this area, went from 11 to 13 and
now boasts a higher percentage of minority

significantly for all racial groups

Stewart, a Chicano and chief psychiatric
resident at San Francisco General Hospital
who is a three year veteran of theadmissions
committee. Stewart said normal recruitment
problems are compounded by the lack of an
undergraduate college to feed applicants into
medical school. More serious efforts must
be mounted, he said, if UCSF is to pull itself
out of the current downturn.
Much of minority recruitment for the
medical school is done by individual minority faculty members. Mary Pat Cress, admissions officer, said the school sponsored five
out-of-state faculty recruitment trips involving three individuals, and two student trips
in 1985. This is in addition to in-state work,
and excludes several other trips faculty
members made on their own time. Cress
said a committee was recently formed to
coordinate these formal and informal activities in the coming year.
Also involved in recruitment is the Health
Sciences Special Services Program (HSSSP)
which does outreach for all UCSF schools
at the high school, community college and
four-year college levels. HSSSP also provides counseling and other services to
minority students. In the past year Eugene
Salazar, who directs HSSSP, visited 23
mostly UC and
schools in California
California State University campuses. "I
think we're quite effective," Salazar said.
"The number of minority applicants we've
had bears that out."
But many students feel the program could
be more effective, according to David Campa, a second year medical student and
member of the admissions committee. He
said the program, which has the burden of
recruitment without providing input into the
admissions process, needs more resources
and power. Campa would like to see HSSSP
act as an advocate for minorities under consideration by the school. "I think they are
the group that could provide consistency to
the admissions process."
Salazar's program is funded primarily by
student fees, and like other student services,
suffered a budget cut this year of $11,000.
Campa feels student funding of the group
is inappropriate. He said the campus should
have a high enough priority on recruitment
to guarantee HSSSP funding.
In the course of interviews for this article, apparent confusion surfaced among
those key to admissions about what areas the
School of Medicine itself should target.
"We need to make a much more deliberate
effort in California," according to Schmid.
He reasoned that UCSF is well known in the
state, and California residents are reluctant
to leave the appealing West Coast for
UCSF's competitors in other parts of the

PHOTO BY DAVID POWERS

Dean Rudi Schmid: No lessening
affirmative action efforts.

minority study body, many minority students
there are qualified for UCSF's rigorous
program and are likely to thrive here.
According to Drake and Stewart, recruitment efforts by UCSF's minority faculty are
being broadened. In 1985, minority faculty
attended the Minority Biomedical Research
Conference. They visited Atlanta's university complex five strong academic schools
with many blacks — and predominantly
black Tulane University in New Orleans.
For 1986, according to Drake, there are
plans to go to Howard University in
Washington, D.C., and other institutions
with many minority students.
Although only -a tiny percentage of
Applied Formal Accepted Enrolled Total
students at these schools are qualified for
Applic.
Enrolled
UCSF, Drake said, "The range of numbers
Minority*
582
204
50
32
y
we deal with are so small, if we get one ex1984
141
,_.
tra student (from each college) it makes a
3,017
1,124
Whte
80
124
big difference.. .1 think that over the last year
more money and time have been devoted (to
129
Minorityy
500
33
19
141
1985
recruitment outside California)," Drake
1,080
2,723
White
140
100
said. "If it looks as if this is having a
effect, but still short of our expecpositive
Minority
-14% -37% -34% -41%
tations,
it
would be reasonable to increase
Change
0
a
the effort."
Whte
-10%
4% + 13% + 25%
Tony Seabrooks, a black second year
medical student and also a member of the
*Minority refers to underrepresented minorities only, defined as black American,
admissions committee, said "Students feel
Mexican American, Mainland Puerto Rican and Native American.
that whatever structure they have, recruiting
is ineffective." Because of this, he added,
Source: UCSF School of Medicine, Admissions Office.
"Despite all our academic work, students
feel that they must assume much of the
responsibility for recruitment." This may
that UCSF maintains one of the most selecstudents in its entering class than UCSF
tive admissions processes in the country,
reflect a lack ofresources being devoted by
But UCSF policy makers question the
because
each
the school, he noted.
thereby limiting the number of qualified validity of such comparisons,
condiThe frustration Seabrooks and others feel
school
under
different
operates
very
minority as well as white applicants.
is
no
is
question
directly related to the fact that the best
tions
and
"There
potentials.
admissions
committee
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Hazards

Baby Doe
continued from page 1

Dr. Skip Nelson, a UCSF neonatal fellow,
ficult, complicated business, and Jonsen feels that such decisions are not "either/or"
declares that it is certainly "a form ofabuse but lie "along a continuum," and there is
to treat a retarded child differently," but a need for a broad, society-wide discussion
rarely does the child with Down syndrome of acceptable outcomes, such as quality of
show up in the intensive care nursery (ICN). life criteria. He agrees that Down's synThe ICN deals mostly with cases of drome is an acceptable outcome, but for the
Respiratory Distress Syndrome and other in- more difficult decisions, more than one apfants who may have complications propriate answer exists. "Total consensus
associated with treatment.
is not theoretically or ethically possible,"

Jonsen: "How can you really exclude quality of life? This attempt to limit
the issue to what is medically possible goesagainst everything we try to
teach in medical ethics."
Other cases, like that of the Baby Jane
Doe who was born with spina bifida, a
serious spinal abnormality, are also less
clear-cut. Whether one should operate is
debatable, and the decision made should not
be liable for criminal prosecution, Jonsen
said.
The Department of Health and Human

Services, in its interpretation ofthe legislation, has stated that the future quality of life
of the infant is not relevant.
"How can you really exclude quality of
life?" Jonsen asks. "This attempt to limit the
issue to what is medically possible goes
against everything we try to teach in medical
ethics," he states. Perhaps Infant Care
Review Committees could provide some
guidance 3bout what dangers to avoid in
making decisions, but beyond a certain
point, each case must be considered
individually.

he says, because no one truth prevails in
these issues.
Some disagree with Nelson's view. Many
other physicians believe that all infants
should be treated, and that quality of life
plays no role in the decision. The right-tolife movement attacks "quality oflife" decisions, asking who is presumptuous enough
to believe that he or she has the right to
judge. They draw the line between life and
genocide.

Such simplifications lead to reactions like
that of Thomas J. Manzen, chief counsel of
Americans United for Life Legal Defense
Fund. In an editorial against terminating
treatment he asked, "If children may be
denied life-saving treatment merely because
they cause parental suffering or social costs,
then why not begin with juvenile delinquents?"

The distinction between the issue of quality of life and the functional utility of the
child is often confused in this debate. We
should not consider the latter in making
treatment decisions, but rather the child's
best interests, warns Father John J. Paris,
associate professor of ethics at Holy Cross
and adjunct associate professor of medicine
at the University of Massachusetts Medical
School. After all, "there comes a time in
the life of everyone (including) the one-day
old infant whose potential for future relationships, for loving, and for being
loved does not exist or is submerged in the
mere struggle to survive — when the journey
has reached its end," he said.
The Baby Jane Doe case did not involve
qualityof life considerations. The physicians
and parents decided against operating
because the probable risks of surgery were
high, the benefits few.
The rarity of improper judgement is
reflected in the fact that during the four
weeks ofoperation ofthe Baby Doe Hotline,
more than 400 phone calls came in, only
four of- which were deemed worthy of
serious investigation, and no violations were
found.
Who is best equipped to make these difficult decisions regarding neonates? The
American Academy ofPediatrics and most
neonatology hospital unitshave written their
own guidelines, in addition to having ethics
committees. However, they still
acknowledge that each case is different.
Laws cannot be written to cover every contingency; this is an issue that makes blackand-white demarcation into laws difficult.

Minority admissions
continued from page 7
Health Education, to woo accepted students.
Some effort is also made to write to the
students, and to a limited extent have faculty members or the dean himself call them.
By anecdotal accounts of several minority students here, UCSF's push to get ac-

cepted students to enroll is weak compared
to the other top schools — which wine and
dine their top choices and often deluge them
with letters and calls. In contrast, none of
the minority students Synapse spoke with
said they were aware of significant efforts
by UCSF to ensure they chose this campus.
Cress said money for such projects is
scarce, but the school is looking at more
strenuous follow-up on accepted students.
UCSF tries hard to make minority students
feel welcome during the interview — an area
she feels other schools don't handle well.
Adequate sensitivity?
Beyond recruitment is the equally controversial issue of screening applicants.
AAMC's Elliot said he believes the New
England Journal article is "accurate and
well-interpreted," in its appraisal that affirmative action is suffering. He concludes that
"There is a backing off of commitment, a
reduction in risk taking (and) a re-thinking
of how much difference will be allowed between students admitted to medical school."
To what extent UCSF is part of this apparent national trend is a heated issue. The
sentiment of many underrepresented
minorities in the school is that there are
serious attitude problems at work which tend
to discriminate against minority applicants.

Seabrooks said his experiences on the admissions committee have led him to believe
that "it could be more sensitive to the fact
that minorities face different issues than
whites." The academic records of these
students, he said, often suffer because they
are committed to helping their peers succeed
academically, or because of community or
political involvements.
Drake disagrees. He feels that the committee is intensely aware ofsuch issues, and
does everything it can to view minority candidates sympathetically.
Perhaps the most controversial aspect of
the screening process is the higher premium
placed on research background, instituted in
the last two years by Schmid. Heand others
at UCSF are concerned that although the
campus is a world-class research center, only a small number of graduates perhaps
go into academic
six or seven percent
medicine.
One way to increase these numbers a few
points, according to the dean, is to view
more favorably students with demonstrated
interest in research during their pre-medical
years. About 60 percent ofstudents now accepted here have some research in their
background, Drake confirmed, compared to
40 percent in prior years. By all accounts,
for complex reasons of opportunity and
priority, relatively few minority applicants
have done research in college.
But Drake sharply denied that this is affecting minority enrollment. "We don't
have enough minority students to have the
luxury of screening their backgrounds too

—
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Drake: The admissions committee does
everything it can to view minority
candidates sympathetically.
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Michael Drake

Lloyd H. Smith: New emphasis on
research is "microtitration."
carefully," he said. Smith minimized the
change in emphasis as a "microtitration."
Schmid maintains that his ideal candidate
has a broad-based educational background,
and that the admissions committee is sufficiently diverse to ensure that no single emphasis will predominate.
Although he agrees thatthe screening process is "very liberal for underrepresented
minorities," Stewart is not convinced increased emphasis on research is innocuous.
He reviewed the basic factors affecting 1985
admissions compared to the performance of
other schools: UCSF's scholarships are
so these
competitive and fees are low
could not have been factors in the reduced
minority enrollment. And the 14 percent
drop in applications cannot account for all
of a 34 percent drop in offers.
"There are very few underrepresented
minority researchers on this campus," he
continued. Pointing out that the admissions
committee has been changed to include
many more researchers in the past two
years, he said, "The eventual class is going to be a reflection of the admissions committee." Not all the implications of this
situation are clear, Stewart continued, but
"I think increased emphasis on research can
only hurt minority enrollment."
Campa said many students are concerned
about the increased research emphasis. The
change is unquestionably acting as an additional barrier to minority admissions, he
stated. In question is whether increasing the
output ofresearch physicians is worth the
loss of even a single minority candidate, according to Campa, when minority physicians are few and far between in California
— which has a minority population of 35
percent. It's a matter of how to define
UCSF's proper role as a state-funded institu-

—

continued from page 1
been in place for more than two years to protect nurses and technicians working with antineoplastics. The measures, mandated by
the California Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (Cal/OSHA), apply
to the two areas ofantineoplastic use here:
pharmeceutical services in Moffitt Hospital
and out-patient oncology in the Ambulatory
Care Center.

In Pharmeceutical Services, where 75 percent ofall UCSF chemotherapy is mised, extensive precautions are taken by the staff.
Workers must wear disposable gowns,
gloves and masks, view educational tapes,
and carefully log details oftheir exposure.
They work only under hoods with specially
designed exhaust systems and have strict
procedures for drug disposal and for
emergency situations.
According to Luci Power, assistant director of Pharmeceutical Services, pregnant
women are not allowed to work with the
drugs. This rule also applies to women who
are trying to become pregnant.
Similar precautions are taken in the other
area of chemotherapy use, the adult and
pediatric oncology units in the Ambulatory
Care Center. Nurses, not technicians, mix
the drugs in these units, but use the same
types of safety equipment.
One problem with antineoplastics, Power
notes, is that their toxicity cannot be
measured quantitatively in a work area, like
radiation can be. So the best option is to
minimize risks as much as possible, even if
some of the precautions may be
unnecessary.
One way to measure possible toxicity is
after exposure to the drugs. The Ames test,
named after UC Berkeley researcher Bruce
Ames, measures mutagenic agents in the
urine. Power pointed out that there was an
increase of such agents in this test when the
technicians worked with horizontal-flow
hoods a few years ago. Since new verticalflow hoods and othermeasures were installed, the mutagenic agent count went down
to nearly zero.
Even with evidence like this, the technicians are very hesitant to work with antineoplastics. In fact, the precautions may
add to the problem of worker discontent.
Power, the money devoted to
safety measures and all the attention given
to the possible dangers made technicians
more defensive about mixing the drugs than
may be necessary.
But such extensive measures are taken
because the exact effects ofthe drugsare still
unknown. A few decades ago, X-rays were
thought to be so harmless thatthey were administered freely, even to pregnant women.
It was not until years later that the dangers
were fully realized and the proper precautions taken. UCSF seems to feel erring on
the side ofcaution at least in the case of
antineoplastics — is the best policy.

—

lion, Campa added

It is hard to find anyone on campus who
is not convinced of the importance of affirmative action. ' 'We think having a groupof
students that represents society is good for/
everyone here, including patients and
students," Smith said.
"I can assure you that as long as I am
dean, there will be no lessening of the effort to bring a very significant group of
minority students into the school," Schmid
asserted. He feels that the entire faculty supports affirmative action, and that the school
will struggle to regain its strong performance of previous years.
In fact, admissions in general, including
affirmative action, will be the subject ofthe
annual School ofMedicine Asilomar retreat
the first week in January. The conference
is the only meeting which drawstogether all
department chairpersons and top research
directors
indicating the importance the
school places on reviewing admissions.
But many students are discouraged and
skeptical. They lack confidence in the
school's efforts and intentions, and say this
year's enrollment speaks for itself. Campa
and Scab rooks, among others, feel the time
has come to take matters into their own
hands, and are beginning to coordinate new
recruitment efforts. "The students are
organizing ourselves," Campa said. "We're
responding."
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